Skills/concepts: number sequencing

Materials: pack of 80 cards (1-20 in four colours)
4 coloured marker cards

Number of Players: 1 or 2

Directions: 4 coloured marker cards are placed at the side and the rest of the cards are dealt face down in rows of equal length. The player turns over one card and places it in the correct sequence in the row that has the matching coloured marker card and gives the second player the card that is already in that spot. The second player places that card in the correct sequence in the row that has the matching coloured marker card and gives the first player the card that is already in that spot. Play continues until all the cards are in the correct sequence in the correct colour row.

Variation 1: Use a smaller set of numerals (e.g. only 1 to 5)

Variation 2: Have the players place the cards in a backward sequence.

These cards can also be used to play SNAP or CONCENTRATION to assist in numeral recognition.